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The light elegant lines of the modular steel structure support the shaping of space 

to meet the changing needs of organizations, teams and individuals. A simple 

menu of components and elements, together with the easy integration of Steelcase 

worktools enables the customizing of workspaces to support individual ways of 

working, while creating space-efficient working environments.

Simple, elegant, functional

Fabric center screenClear glass center screen

CUSTOM ACRYLIC SCREEN OPTION SHOWN



FrameOne offers a fresh approach to optimizing the use of workplace space and real 

estate in the high-density working environments often found in Asian workplaces.  The 

light structural components provide the perfect frame for shaping an open and inviting 

workplace that is welcoming, flexible and very space efficient. Its modular structure and 

integrated cable management enable the customizing of workspaces to support diverse 

ways of working for both permanent and mobile workers. 

exceptional uSe of Space

REMARKS: MID STORAGE AVAILABLE IN FALL 2014



FrameOne extends space efficiency into the management, 

meeting and training spaces, with an array of options for creating 

desks and meeting tables to support individual and team work. 

Offering clear worksurfaces and space efficient legs and structure 

that provide unobstructed legroom beneath the worksurface, they 

blend elegance with functionality. 

extend the poSSibilitieS

Single-Sided bench
The single-sided bench allows designers to 
work around building and space constraints. 
It seamlessly connects to a dual-sided bench 
providing flexibility throughout the floor plan. It 
can also be used in aisleways or against walls.



The strong steel structure supports the simple integration 

of Steelcase worktools, to expand the use of space both 

above and below the worksurface. The ability to add multiple 

monitors, open and closed storage, organizational tools 

and screens enables the creation of flexible and efficient 

workspaces, that meet the diverse and changing needs of 

dynamic organizations.

expand work into 
3-dimenSionS

CUSTOM ACRYLIC SCREEN OPTION SHOWN



Digital surface material images are provided as a preliminary color reference and should not be used for final color selection.

We take a life-cycle approach to the design, use and disposal 
or our products. From materials, production, transportation and 
use, right through to end of life, each element in the FrameOne 
range is designed to reduce its impact on the environment.

To find out more visit
www.SteelcaSe.aSia/SuStainabilitY

SuStainabilitY

people.planet.profit product enVironmental certificationS
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Tailor FrameOne to the needs of individual workers and the work at hand with adjustable privacy components, flexible storage, 

versatile computer support and an innovative collection of worktools.

organiZe Your Space

eyesite monitor arms
Fixed or adjustable arms for supporting single through 
to multiple screens above the worksurface, for efficient 
use of space and sharing of information.

Soto led task light
The slimline aesthetic is unobtrusive when not in use, 
yet the 4-watt LED provides bright spot lighting when 
required with minimal power consumption.

divisio
The movable sidescreen let you instantly personalize 
your space and privacy, while enabling collaboration 
with colleagues. The magnetic surface keeps items 
visible.

functional Screen
High enough to provide privacy and a sense of 
boundary, the integrated pocket is great for keeping 
frequently used documents close at hand.

Soto ii launch pad
Provides a handy area on the desktop to hold mobile 
devices and other personal items. Two/three power 
outlets on each side keep devices charged and running.

Soto ii mobile caddy
Anticipates the need to stow personal items and 
workbags. In-line casters make it easy to roll out to drop 
in bags or backpacks, as well as creating a sense of 
boundary.

mid Storage
Raised above the worksurface, it blends privacy while 
seated with convenient storage for tools and resources 
and display of information.

cable tray
Integrated into the structure below the worksurface, 
it keeps cabling out of the way while providing easy 
access for cable management.

Soto shelf, utility box and tool box
An integrated rail allows the convenient placement of 
small boxes and shelves above the worksurface for 
handy access to everyday tools and resources.
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paint (for storage divider)paint
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Surface materialS

buzz2

Burgundy Blue Navy Stone Black Sable Sunrise Pumpkin Rouge Chocolate Meadow Alpine Tornado

cogent connect

TangerineCoconut Royal BlueRoot BeerBlue Jay Wasabi Nickel GraphiteScarlet Licorice Malt
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